Literary testimonies for the Greek concept of Apollo's swan chariot and the accompanying set of ideas were often discussed alongside some comparable Central and North European iconographic representations. This study approaches the problem by collating, with a help of structural analysis, a number of highly specific complex prehistoric iconographic arrangements (most notably the Dupljaja chariot), which suggest a similar concept was indeed current in the tradition of some European pre-literate societies. The principles employed here in the iconographic analysis of complex symbolic structures, offered a sound methodological basis for comparing literary with iconographic sources. It is concluded that their underlying muthos represents an account of the annual solar movement in terms of anthropomorphic causation.
Introduction
Much has been written in the past on the question of the connections between Greek Apollo and a Central and/or Northern European prehistoric solar deity recognised in iconographic representations 1 1 , frequently called, not without some justification -although only if this name is put inside quotation marks and understood as a provisional term referring to a specific concept -'Hyperborean Apollo' (Krappe 1942; 1943; 1947; Sprockhoff 1954; Gelling, Ellis Davidson 1972; Ahl 1982; Kaul 1998. 253; Kristiansen, Larsson 2005.44 ) 2 2 . These connections cannot be treated -and they are in general not treated in such a way -discriminatively towards other influences on the formation of this Olympian deity, even though they occasionally tend to be over-emphasised. Although I will not discuss numerous further components involved in Apollo's formation, I must clearly state that this essay, although focused on a single aspect, is not irreconcilable with, and fully acknowledges the existence of, other approaches (see Graf 2008; cf. Solomon 1994; Detienne 1998) . The prevalent opinion among modern scholars is indeed that Apollo is a complex figure that developed diachronically by a process of synthesis, and that his 'fully formed' character can be analysed into its component parts (Burkert 1985. 144; Versnel 1985 Versnel -1986 1994.293; West 2007. 148) . The results of these modern studies show that any connection with either Central or Northern Europe is at best secondary, but not irrelevant.
Two types of evidence are normally adduced in the discussions on the 'Hyperborean Apollo' (here covering both Greek, where the name is attested in literary sources, and prehistoric concepts): literary sources, when analysing Greek tradition, and the archaeological record, when analysing the prehistoric. But a coherent methodological basis for certain far-reaching conclusions has rarely been offered. This paper will try to review the available evidence, both literary and iconographic (the explananda), and to propose, building from this evidence, what I believe is a sound methodological foundation for the comparative (i.e. paradigmatic) approach in analysing the objects of material culture alongside literary testimonies, based on a structural analysis of complex iconographic arrangements, as well as to offer an interpretation of both types of evidence based on the conclusions derived from these comparisons (for the indispensability of the comparative method in religious studies, see especially Segal 2001) .
The main criterion employed in the process of collating iconographic testimonies for this particular concept will be a syntagmatic analysis of their design, but one which is intimately connected to the comparative approach outlined above. This procedure was selected in order to emphasise that it was the data themselves that instigated the discussion on methodology, rather than a preconceived no-tion subsequently applied to the two categories of testimonies. However, interplay between theory and data is necessary in all research, and I will often work my way downwards, interpreting data with the help of a theory, in its turn based on ancient literary and iconographic testimonies -thus employing a form of hermeneutic circle. The main hazard of this approach is the possible fall into circular reasoning, which I will try to avoid by different control mechanisms that will be elaborated at appropriate places.
Another difference from earlier studies using similar approaches is that I have chosen to study a more restricted range of iconographic motifs, effecting a significantly more focused analysis of a single, yet complex, iconographic design. I believe that this method offers additional stability on rather slippery ground, and I am confident that the decisive element in this particular design -namely, the presence of anthropomorphic agent -offers still more evidence for the basic similarity of approaches in the treatment of identical phenomena by different traditions.
As a final introductory remark it should be emphasised that the concept analysed here was either directly or indirectly connected with cultic activities, which is discernible from both the iconographic and later literary sources, and could thus be classified as 'religious'. But, as will become clear in my discussion, the subject of analysis of this essay are literary and iconographic manifestations of a myth understood as a narrative model representing a specific aspect of physical reality (annual solar movement) 3 3 , which can only anachronistically be classified as a 'religious' phenomenon (see Insoll 2004. 6-8) . Therefore, this study will support the notion that although myth undoubtedly has much in common with the category of 'belief systems', its independence from the concept of religion or cult, with which it is connected and intertwined, but from which it is certainly distinct, should be respected 4 4 . This also accounts for the relative stability of the narrative model, as opposed to its appropriation by various belief-systems, which undoubtedly in the process re-interpreted it in their idiosyncratic, now largely hard to reconstruct, manners.
A concise review of literary sources
The 'Hyperborean Apollo' is mentioned for the first time by Alcaeus (born c. 620 BC), unfortunately only in a summary preserved by the 4 th century AD rhetorician Himerius 5 5 . Here, Apollo's swan-chariot in which the god flew after his birth to the land of the Hyperboreans, whence he returned to Delphi in the middle of summer, is described (Alc. fr. 307c Lobel-Page ap. Him. Or. 48.10-11) 6 6 . Unfortunately, this testimony is more often than not the single statement adduced in the discussion of the Greek concept of Apollo's swan chariot and his voyage to the Hyperboreans.
However, there are many more. First, I shall briefly review the tradition of Apollo's visit to Hyperborea. Thus, the mythic 6 th century BC sage Abaris allegedly wrote a poem on the arrival of Apollo to the Hyperboreans (Suid. α 18), Hecataeus of Abdera (late 4 th -early 3 rd century BC) described the island Helixoia in the far north inhabited by the 20) . Plutarch (2 nd half of the 1 st -early 2 nd century AD) says Apollo is absent from Delphi during the three winter months, not explicitly mentioning where he actually departs to, while for the remaining three quarters of the year the god is in his sanctuary (De E 9.389BC), and Cicero (1 st century BC) reported how, according to tradition, Apollo came to Delphi from the land of the Hyperboreans (Nat. D. 3.57). Claudian (late 4 th century AD) described how Apollo leaves Delphi for Hyperborea only to return from the Riphaean on a chariot drawn by griffins (30) (31) . It seems that Claudian replaced Apollo's swans with griffins, because the latter became in time associated with Scythia and the farthest north -their fight over gold with the Arimaspians in the vicinity of Hyperborea was repeatedly describ-ed -and thus became a symbol of Apollo. Claudian certainly knew of Alcaeus' poem, as did his slightly older contemporary Himerius, or at least of a tradition that described Apollo's arrival (or return) from Hyperborea on a chariot drawn by some mythic animals. Moreover, he is the only author apart from Alcaeus who combined these two concepts, i.e. the chariot and the Hyperboreans.
The second concept, that of the swan chariot, was mentioned only occasionally by Greek authors. Thus Sappho (late 7 th -early 6 th century BC) and Pindar (late 6 th -1 st half of the 5 th century BC) deck Apollo with golden hair and lyre and 'send him drawn by swans (kuknois epochon) to Mount Helikon' (Sapph. fr. 208 Lobel- Page and Pi. fr. 262b Bowra ap. Him. Or. 46.6, trans. Campbell 1982) 7 7 . This translation suggests that Apollo used a chariot drawn by swans (cf. Page 1955.249) , but epochon means 'mounted upon something', whether a horse or a chariot (LSJ s.v.) ; on the other hand, it is not probable that the god was carried on more than a single swan, and his swan-chariot seems to explain the passage in a satisfactory manner. Finally, Nonnus (late 4 th -early 5 th century AD) reported that Apollo has a winged swan, not a running horse, presumably drawing his chariot, or he has it simply to ride on (D. 38.206) .
In short, this whole concept as known from literary sources seems to echo a conflation of two different yet complementary ideas: a seasonal change associated with the sun's return from the south where it abided during winter months, and its cohabitation with the Hyperboreans in the farthest north at the time of the summer solstice (Olmsted 1994.137; Bi-li≤ 2012.509-510, 515-519, 527; cf. Gernet 1981 cf. Gernet [1933 Parker 2005.417-418) .
Hyacinthus -a convergence of literary and iconographic testimonies
Interestingly, there is only a single -and rather late -iconographic depiction of Apollo in a swan-drawn chariot: the deity (with a quiver) is thus represented together with Cyrene (?) on a Roman-period engraved gem (M.-A. Zagdoun in LIMC VI.1 (1992).169 s.v. Kyrene, no. 18) . Moreover, this is the only non-Etruscan depiction of a swan-drawn chariot that can be associated with the god. The connection of this 5 Here the word Hyperborean is put inside quotation marks, because it refers to a Greek notion of Apollo associated with certain set of ideas (swans, Hyperboreans, northern voyage, etc.) , not all of which were consistently attached to him in every specific manifestation of this model. 6 Aristophanes' description of swans on the Hebrus greeting Apollo (Ar. Av. 769-783) could be associated with his return from the north (Sprockhoff 1954.70; Kothe 1970.205) , but this is only hypothetical. 7 Cf. fr. 52c Snell = Pa. 3 in POxy. 5.841 and Snell's discussion in his edition of Pindar (Snell 1964.20) .
unusual chariot with Apollo in Etruscan tradition is plausibly established through the appearance of Hyacinthus in a chariot drawn by swans. Apollo is indeed sometimes explicitly syncretised with Hyacinthus (Plb. 8.28.2; Nonn. D. 11.220) , perhaps also in iconography (L. Villard, F. Villard in LIMC V.1 (1990).550, s.v. Hyakinthos, no. 55) , his Laconian appearance as Apollo tetracheir (Hsch. κ 3853, cf. κ 4558; Sosib. FGrHist 595F25; Lib. Or. 11.204 ; IG V.1.259) can be associated with the hero (Farnell 1907.127, 371) , while Spartan Hyacinthia were devoted to both (Pettersson 1992.9-41; Graf 2008.34) , also suggesting a sort of syncretism. With this in mind, Hyacinthus' appearance in a swan-drawn chariot closely associates him with Apollo.
However, as opposed to Apollo in a swan chariot, this concept is almost exclusively known through iconographic representations. Actually, Philostratus (3 rd century AD) is the only literary source mentioning the hero riding in Apollo's swan-chariot (Im. 14), albeit while describing a painting, although not the depiction itself, whereas the theme was rather popular in Etruscan art from the 4 th century BC onwards (L. Villard, F. Villard in LIMC V.1 1990.548-549 s.v. Hyakinthos, nos. 35, 37-40) 8 8 . Thus the Hyacinthus/swan-chariot association is almost exclusively known through iconographic representations of Etruscan origin. This is not so strange if we take into account that Etruscan iconography occasionally illustrates certain poorly documented versions of Greek myths (Nielsen 2002. 183 ).
On the other hand, it will be shown below that it is perhaps possible to associate this particular Etruscan iconographic motif with a strong local prehistoric tradition of producing structurally similar complex symbolic iconographic nexuses.
Archaeological evidence

Introduction
In this part of the paper, I offer an analysis of several prehistoric iconographic arrangements reveal-ing a similar syntagmatic structure, allowing for certain paradigmatic shifts: an anthropomorphic deity (or mythic person) riding in a chariot drawn (or accompanied) by water birds, normally swans, decorated with postulated solar symbols 9 9 . With respect to these, it appears that often the scholars discussing many of the complex symbolic objects analysed here independently arrived at some rudimentary form of the interpretation that is argued for in this essay, but failed to precisely define the characteristics of the symbolic structure that was the object of their immediate study, to use comparative pieces of evidence and to contextualise particular manifestations of the concept underlying them in their proper intellectual setting. I will henceforth refer to this set of ideas as the 'Dupljaja concept', not because I believe it is the 'origin' of all other attestations of this matrix, but because it is its best known and, as it will be shown below, one of its most revealing, materialisation. This complex arrangement permits, I believe, the supposition of a similar underlying muthos, a story or concept shared by these complex schemes 1 10 0 .
In any case, as will be shown below, it seems more profitable to compare systems composed of several elements that otherwise appear separately, since single motifs or symbols can cover a wide range of meanings, but their arrangement into a presumably coherent structurei.e. one that carries some meaning (cf. Renfrew 1994.53 ) -significantly reduces the number of possible meanings. Because of this, I have selected a highly complex and specific system rather than such simpler matrices as Vogelsonnenbarke or Vogelbarke or water-bird symbolism in general, on which most of the earlier analyses focused. In this way, I hope to bypass some of the pitfalls of comparative method, especially circularity, i.e. arbitrarily adducing the meaning of a motif and applying this interpretation to other occurrences of this motif without further discussion.
I have applied two main criteria for selecting the complex sets discussed in this study. First, following Colin Renfrew, I employ a cross-cultural identifica-8 No. 39 might show a trace of a quiver, which is highly conjectural, but it would associate the figure with Apollo, rather than Hyacinthus. 9 The postulated solar symbolism must naturally always remain tentative. As a rule, I have noted under this category only those iconographic elements that were accepted as having some solar connotations by previous authors that discussed the respective objects considered here. An element of circular argument is unavoidable at this point, but the structural analysis should eliminate the arbitrariness of the assumptions adduced here. For solar symbols in the European BA iconography, see Müller-Karpe (1978 -1979 ). 10 I will use the transliterated Greek word when referring to this specific meaning of the concept 'myth' in order to avoid the negative connotations acquired by the latter, especially with respect to its truth-value. It also recollects the Aristotelian meaning of the term (Poet. 1450a4-5, cf. 32-33, 36-39) , which is very close to this specific meaning.
tion of various representations of recurring mythic persons, defined by their specific attributes (Renfrew 1994.53) 1 11 1 , although I have studied these 'clues' in the context of the structure of a complete iconographic scheme 1 12 2 . I have thus been able to recognise a recurring interrelation of a group of motifs and their syntagmatic arrangement (an anthropomorphic deity/mythic person riding in a chariot drawn/accompanied by water birds, normally swans, decorated with postulated solar symbols), and have provided a syntagmatic analysis (cf. Hodder 1987. 3) of thus collated complex prehistoric iconographic arrangements (Tab. 1). This criterion could provisionally be called 'structural'.
Additionally, I have placed one of the accents on the precise (as much as possible) chronological relations in order to contextualise the discussed symbolic structures and thus to eliminate the inherent ahistorical nature of the structuralist approach 1 13 3 . It could be objected that the complex figures analysed in this paper cover vast chronological (more) and spatial (less) distances; this is indeed true, but I hope that the following discussion will explain why this is not an insurmountable problem 1 14 4 . The key concept with respect to this possible objection will be the definition of a large-scale context or shared cultural space in which these complex figures appear. In a similar fashion, Svend Hansen argued for a spatially and temporally broad perspective in studying the formal similarities of Neolithic and Chalcolitic anthropomorphic figurines of the Near East, Anatolia and South-Eastern and Central Europe (Hansen 2001.38-42) . This criterion could provisionally be called 'contextual'.
These main criteria, together with their refinement, which allows a stronger focus and control, create a solid framework that eliminates up to a reasonable point the possibility of arbitrariness in the selection of the complex symbolic objects used in this study.
Dupljaja
Apollo's swan chariot and its connection with Hyperborea were long ago, and still regularly are, associated with the famous BA wagon model from Dupljaja ( Fig. 1 ). It shows a male god 1 15 5 riding in what is best described as a swan-chariot, defined by three water birds emerging from the vehicle. The base of the hemispherical wagon-box is decorated with a four-spoked wheel, most probably a solar symbol (Petrovi≤ 1928 (Petrovi≤ -1930 Kossack 1954.11-12; Sprockhoff 1954.67; Bo∏kovi≤ 1959; Letica 1973.63-64; Coles, Harding 1979.408; Pare 1987.58-61, Fig. 25; 1989.84-85, Fig. 4; 2004.357-358, Fig. 2; Green 1991.45, 84, 114, Figs. 88a-b; Kaul 1998.254; Harding 2000.167, 322, 324; Vasi≤, Vasi≤ 2003.158-160; Holenweger 2011.223-11 The emphasis on the anthropomorphic character of the main agent in the structure of a complex figure will be explained later; it is not conditioned by Renfrew's discussion. 12 Occasionally, an individual religious or iconographic motif could be tentatively treated as an element in a complex religious phenomenon, and, moreover, as representing some feature of particular natural forces (Kaul 1998.13 ). I decided not to apply this hypothesis in my discussion, since I wanted to give additional stability to my argument by relying on structural analogies between complex symbolic structures. 13 For an analysis of the ahistorical nature of structuralism, see Vidal-Naquet (1981.175-176, 185) and Hodder, Hutson (2003. 62-63) . For structuralism and history, see also Harkin (2009.39-40, 44, 46-48, 50, 52) . For the importance of chronological relations in approaching similar issues, see Kaul (1998.10, 15) . For the structural analysis of material culture, see Hodder (1987. 3) and Hodder, Hutson (2003.45-74, 126, 214-215) . 14 Compare Müller-Karpe's study on BA objects with religious symbolism, which covers the area from Egypt to Atlantic and the North Sea during the Middle and Late BA (Müller-Karpe 1978 -1979 . 15 An anthropomorphic solar deity, according to Sprockhoff (1954 .67 (cf. Maraszek 1997 ), Gelling, Ellis Davidson (1972.119) , Green (1991.114, cf. 13, 84) , Kaul (1998.254) and Kristiansen, Larsson (2005.150, 307) . Holenweger (2011.223-224, 242-244) also argues for the statuette's role in the solar cult manifested in the ceramic material of the Dubovac-Ωuto Brdo-Gârla Mare cultural group. For this particular solar cult (cf. Palincas 2013.317). , 242-244, 334-335) . Alternatively, the model can be interpreted as a sun-ship with swan-stems (Sandars 1968.174; Kaul 1998.254) . This paradigmatic shift does not change much in the model's syntagmatic arrangement (cf. Kaul 1998.254) . In any case, the model could be interpreted as a fairly faithful illustration of the myth of Apollo riding in a swan-chariot (although I must emphasise that it most certainly is not such an illustration) 1 16 6 .
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Fortunately, it is possible to date the model with a precision that allows it to be contextualised with some certainty. It is thus regularly associated with MBA 'Danubian' anthropomorphic figurines 1 17 7 , and is accordingly dated to this period 1 18 8 . However, the Dupljaja chariot shows some features that are quite unique in the complex of the 'Danubian' MBA anthropomorphic figurines, at the same time clearly foreshadowing the future Urnfield solar/water bird symbolism (cf. Kristiansen, Larsson 2005.307-308) . This fact is reflected in the attempts to date it by a number of scholars, opting for a somewhat later period (the LBA) in comparison to the opinions adduced above 1 19 9 . From a semantic point of view, that is; with respect to the interpretation of its meaning, however, it is less relevant whether the chariot should be dated to the Middle or Late BA, as long as its large-scale context is clearly defined: the symbolism of either a nascent or already established Urnfield cultural complex. Relatively numerous finds of a type of Kesselwagen (cauldron-wagons) incorporating the water-bird symbolism in their design 2 20 0 and other 16 Compare Sprockhoff (1954.70-71) and, more cautiously, Kaul (1998.254) ; this is one of the reasons that led Vasi≤ (1954) to pronounce it a forgery. 17 For a lengthy review of previous scholarship on the origin of these figurines, see Holenweger (2011.123-148, 150-151) ; for their Aegean origin, see Holenweger (2011.45-46, 148-153, 188-191, 266-267, 270) , Chicideanu-Sandor, Chicideanu (1990.69-73), Kalogeropoulos (2007.263-265) and Palincas (2012.24) ; for their Central European origin, see Letica (1973 .53 (cf. Kossack 1954 ), Sandars (1968.176, 315) and Kiss (2007.125-128) . 18 Br C1-Br C2, contemporaneous with LH IIIA (late 15 th -14 th century) Mycenaean Phi idols (Pare 1989.84; cf. Chicideanu-Sandor, Chicideanu 1990.57) ; Bz B (1600-1500 BC; Letica 1973.60) ; the whole complex of these figurines is dated to Br C1-Br C2 (1500-1300 BC; Majnari≤- Pand∫i≤ 1982.53) ; to Br B1-Ha A1 (1600/1500-1200/1100 BC ; Kiss 2007.127) , or to a somewhat broader chronological horizon (the entire MBA) (Hänsel, Hänsel 1997b .59). 19 Bz D (early Urnfield, 1300 -1200 Sprockhoff 1954.67, 73; Bouzek 1985.53, 178, 234; Kaul 1998.254) ; vague attribution to 'the Urnfield sphere', at the same time suggesting a date as late as 1050 BC or even later (Coles, Harding 1979.408; cf. Green 1991.147) ; late MBA/early Urnfield period (Hänsel, Hänsel 1997b.67) . 20 Orȃ∏tie, Br D-Ha A, 13 th -12 th century (Demakopolou et al. 2000.260-261, 134) ; Skallerup, earlier period III, Br D, 13 th -12 th century (Pescheck 1972.50; Egg, Kaul 2001.474, Abb. 55) ; Peckatel, earlier period III, Br D, 13 th -12 th century (Demakopolou et al. 2000.261) ; Acholshausen, transition from Ha A2 to B1, c. 1050/1020 BC (Pescheck 1972.49-52) ; the 8 th -7 th century examples from Bujoru (Moscalu, Beda 1991.217, Abb. 11) , Delphi (Kilian-Dirlmeier 1974), Marsiliana d'Albegna (Egg 1991.192-207) , Veji, Grotta Gramiccia (Müller-Karpe 1974.96-97, T. 22.1) , and Vetulonia, Circolo dei Lebeti (Egg 1991.202 Abb. 10 Thus the existence of an intricate concept can be recognised in the Middle Danube region in the second half of the 2 nd millennium BC, manifesting itself in the Dupljaja figure. This complex structure then occasionally reappears in succeeding periods throughout Central, South-Eastern, South-Central and Northern Europe, as will become apparent in the following discussion.
Northern Europe
The only direct Northern European structural parallel to the 'Dupljaja concept' is an LBA belt buckle from Floth (Ha B2/3-Ha C1, 9 th -8 th century) (Hänsel, Hänsel 1997a.133-134; Hänsel 1997.20-21, Fig. 2) (Fig. 2) . Two symmetrical Vogelbarken with stylised human adorants (the head of one of the figures is formed of two concentric circles, the head of the other of a single circle) are depicted on this buckle, with three solar disks around thempositioned at sunrise, zenith and sunset? (Hänsel 1997.21 ) -the two flanking ones pulled by water birds. Bernhard Hänsel recognises in the left corner of the plate another stylised human figure with the head in the form of a solar disk and argues that this depiction suggests the existence of the personification of the sun -an anthropomorphic solar deity -in the north of Europe (Hänsel 1997.21) .
Italy
As already noted, the concept of Hyacinthus in a swan-chariot is exclusively known through Etruscan material. Several other examples from earlier periods similar to the 'Dupljaja concept' were found in Etruria. The earliest is a bronze Protovillanovan razor (12 th -10 th century), unfortunately of unknown provenance (Bouzek 1985. 216, Fig. 103. 11; Kaul 1998.284-285, Fig. 180 ) 2 22 2 . The razor is in the abstract form of a female idol (a paradigmatic shift), with a double-axe depicted on the body, inside of which is a mirror-image figure with arms formed of Vogelbarken, with two flanking figures of a similar type, this time with Vogelbarken forming their lower extremities -or, better, showing a human figure inside a Vogelbarke (perhaps representing 'die Personifizierung der Sonne' ; Jockenhövel 1974.87 ) and four water birds in the corners (Fig. 3) . Not unlike the Knossian pithos discussed below, this symbolism suggests an association with female cult (Bouzek 1985.217; Wachsmann 1998.195-196) . In chronological terms, this object would represent a transition from the Middle or Late BA Dupljaja model to the somewhat later Italian specimens described below.
A similar representation is depicted on a vessel from Veii decorated in the Buckeltechnik and dated to the early Iron Age (early 9 th century) ( Fig. 4 ). The vessel type to which the Veii specimen belongs is attributed to the late phase of the Central European Urnfield culture (Von Merhart 1952.12-13) . The decoration on this vessel depicts a frieze of water birds (swans?), but not the symmetrical Vogelbarke, although one could argue that the bodies of the birds indeed form a boat. Between the heads, concentric circles are depicted, most probably designating the sun, and, most interestingly, two human figures with outstretched arms and circular heads (Sprockhoff 1954.81-82, Fig. 24; cf. von Merhart 1952.Pls. 3.8, 23.1; Iaia 2004.397 , Fig. 2.10) . Since both the birds and the sun-rings form a continuous frieze, it is unlikely that two human figures repre- 1997.20-21, Fig.  2) . 21 Bouzek (1985.178) dates the earliest Vogelbarke in early Br D (after 1250 BC), while Matthäus (1980.319) and Kaul (1998.278, 280-281, 283 ) date it to the much later Ha B1 (c. 1000 BC). 22 Jockenhövel opts for a somewhat later date (10 th century) and recognises in it an eastern Mediterranean influence (Jockenhövel 1974.84, 87-88; Pl. 19.1) . sent twins of any kind (pace Sprockhoff 1954.81) . Indeed, the decoration on the Veii vessel could represent a sun deity travelling in a solar swan-boat.
A slightly later group of Early IA fibulae (Ha B3, c. 850-750 BC) from Campania, with a person or a deity in a Vogelbarke, almost certainly belongs to the same cultural circle and represents the same matrix (see Lo Schiavo 2010.880-881, Pls. 694-698, 883, 885-886, Pls. 709, 719-725) , as does a bowl handle from Bisenzio in Etruria (late 8 th / early 7 th century) depicting a person or a deity whose hands and feet extend into ornithomorphic forms standing in a circular Vogelbarke (Kossack 1954.Pl. 13.1; Bietti Sestieri, Macnamara 2007; .
Another example of a similar concept is a bucchero vase from Tomba Calabresi (?) in Cerveteri, dated to the later part of the 7 th century (Guggisberg 1996. 185, Fig. 16) . It is modelled in the form of a double imaginary being with horses' heads and ornithomorphic body, with two rosettes on its sides, suggesting a solar association and at the same time symbolising a wagon. A man standing on the body of the animal and holding a yoke in his hand is at the same time the rider and wagon-driver, riding his Vogelpferde or being drawn by them in a chariot (Guggisberg 1996.186) . The bucchero vase could represent a solar deity in his chariot drawn by mythic horse-birds.
Finally, Woytowitsch believes that a bronze 6 th century lid in the form of a large stylised bird's head (with a small bird on the top) on whose back a human figure drives a biga (the wheels are not represented, but only the wagon-box) probably originat-ed in Italy, yet it was found in the Saône River (Woytowitsch 1978.64-65, Pl.29) . Thus, this depiction can be added to the Etrurian ones enumerated above.
Apparently, the 'Dupljaja concept' was current in Central Italy during both the prehistoric and historical (Etruscan) periods, with a clear continuity between the two, which supports (but does not prove) the proposed continuity with later literary testimonies argued for below.
Eastern Alpine region
The so-called Kriegerwagenfibel, a group of Iron Age fibulae with the depiction of a male figure on a Fig. 4. Vessel from Veii (after Sprockhoff 1954.82, Fig. 24 ).
23 Perhaps even to the early MBA (Br B), if the specimen from Nagyhangos belongs to this type (Müller-Karpe 1978 -1979 1980.Pl. 318 .E8). horse-drawn chariot on the bow and a bird at the end of the foot, found at several sites in the eastern Alpine region (Starè 1954.188, Fig. 15; Gu∏tin 1974.95-98; Lunz 1974.139-140, Pl. 40.9, 91B; Tecco Hvala et al. 2004.Pl. 10.A2; Tecco Hvala 2012.228, 259, 260, Fig. 99.2, 262-263) , are composed of identical structural elements, and should be compared to the 'Dupljaja concept'. Regardless of the fact that there is no apparent solar symbolism in these fibulae, they were nevertheless associated with the Phaethon legend (Tecco Hvala 2012.262, 340-341, 385) . Even though this seems somewhat far-fetched, their solar character could be tentatively recognised in other structural elements present in these artefacts. These fibulae are very similar and chronologically close to the bronze lid found in the Saône described above.
Possible Central European parallels
Several bronze Vogelsonnenbarke pendants found over a wide area (Hungary, Bosnia, Italy, France, Austria), and dated to a long time span stretching from the middle Urnfield 2 23 3 to the late Hallstatt period (Ha A2 to D) perhaps portray an anthropomorphic figure, with Vogelbarke representing its outstretched hands (Kossack 1954.Pls. 11.2-4, 7, 9-11, 13, 12.4, 7, 9-18; Bouzek 1985.171, Fig. 86. 12, 174, Fig. 87 .1) 2 24 4 . At the same time, the Vogelbarke, together with the figure's circular head, could represent a transport vehicle of the solar disk. Thus this representation can at the same time be interpreted as an anthropomorphic figure with hands in the form of a Vogelbarke, or as a Vogelbarke transporting the solar disk. Due to their extreme stylisation, and, more specifically, to the uncertainty regarding the anthropomorphic interpretation of the composition, I am not completely convinced that these artefacts belong to the group of complex symbolic sets discussed above. Nevertheless, it is possible to recognise in them all the structural elements that were present in other manifestations of the 'Dupljaja concept': anthropomorphic figure, solar symbolism (the disk-shaped head of the figure) , boat (explicitly present only in the specimens reproduced on Kossack's plates 11.7 and 10, otherwise suggested by the Vogelbarke representing the figure's (Kossack 1954.44, Pl. 17.2, 4; Tecco Hvala 2012.298) .
The Aegean
A similar nexus appears in the decoration of a straight-sided pithos from Knossos. This depiction of a winged female divinity riding in a chariot 2 25 5 with birds in her hands suggests that the 'Dupljaja concept' was current on Crete in the Protogeometric period (later 9 th century). This is the only Aegean example of a complex symbolic structure related to the 'Dupljaja concept', suggesting (but not in itself proving) continuity between the pre-literate and literary traditions in this particular region. Cretan adaptations, which can be understood as paradigmatic shifts that do not change the structure of meaning of the matrix, are revealed in the driver's gender and in the appearance of birds, which are depicted identically to earlier illustrations of that kind in Cretan tradition. The seasonal character of the depiction is evidenced in the fact that the pithos shows two contrasting scenes, probably representing summer and winter (Fig. 5 ) 2 26 6 . While it is not clear from the depiction whether the birds actually draw the chariot, the similarity with the 'Dupljaja concept' is more than obvious. Since this particular complex symbolic structure departs in the intensity of paradigmatic shifts from other examples studied in this paper, I am willing to accept that it might not belong to the group of manifestations of the 'Dupljaja concept'; however, this would not affect any of the main arguments expressed in this essay.
Methodological procedure for comparing the literary and iconographic record
Material evidence for past beliefs
Several important questions must be raised with respect to the categorical statements outlined in the introductory section of the part of the paper analysing material objects, which I will try to answer here, while simultaneously building an argument for the possibility of comparing literary with iconographic sources. One of the basic questions is whe-ther it is at all possible to gain any insight into a past belief system that is manifested only in material objects. Without acknowledging this possibility, it remains impossible either to assess the content of, or meaning inherent in a system, or to compare it with literary sources. The cognitive-processual approach indeed allows that iconographic analysis, that is, the analysis of symbolic systems, represents a coherent method for reconstructing particularities and meanings of a belief system attested in non-literary sources (Renfrew 1994.49, 53-54) . Thus a cautious interpretation of past beliefs based only on iconography is indeed admissible, representing an important step in attempts to compare them profitably with each other or with written testimonies.
Reading the visual language
In general, iconography can be understood as a symbolic system employing a coherent non-verbal language used for codifying a culture's reflections on objective reality through a system of associations, with the knowledge of the significance of these symbols being shared by everybody that is 'initiated' into the system (Morgan 1985.7; Renfrew 1994. 53; cf. Harding 2000.345-346 ) 2 27 7 . A 'translation' of visual into spoken language, which is a basic act of any iconographic interpretation (Morgan 1985.6) , is necessary in order to compare iconographic with literary testimonies. In this way, the former are treated as equals to the latter, differing idiomatically but not essentially.
Structural analysis of visual language
Acknowledging iconography as an interpretable system of communication is a first step in building a de-fensible method for comparing material and literary sources, but is also a crucial move towards allowing the introduction of a profitable structural study of complex iconographic systems, which was actually applied in the preceding discussion. Since language, as the form of its communication, is inextricably linked with meaning (cf. Hodder, Hutson 2003.160) , a structural analysis of the language's visual form must necessarily be incorporated into the interpretation of meaning (Morgan 1985.6) , for it is the structure of iconographic elements that reveals the meaning of a complex image, rather than individual elements taken outside their immediate context. This analysis is therefore focused on finding structural principles behind complex images -what Morgan appropriately calls an idiom (Morgan 1985.9 )but what could more specifically be understood as 'the content of ideas' that assemble signs into a syntagmatic or paradigmatic set (Hodder 1987.3) , and which I previously termed a muthos. The Dupljaja model is precisely this kind of a complex figure which should be studied in terms of structural analysis and compared with other analogous nexuses in order to interpret 'the semantic implications of syntax' (Morgan 1985. 16) . This is exactly what I am trying to do in this essay.
The transfer of meaning
With reference to the problem of context, it is now time to analyse another important question raised in my introduction to the part of the paper analysing material objects: whether the transfers of symbols between cultures could also be accompanied with the transfers of meaning (Mili≠evi≤ Brada≠ 2005. 187) , i.e. whether it is possible to argue for any type 1996.183, Figs. 12-13 ).
27 On some idiomatic differences between textual and pictorial mode of representation, see Ornan (2005.11-12). of connections between the meaning(s) of these complex arrangements. That is, after I have recognised syntagmatic similarities in the structure of several complex prehistoric iconographic matrices, I must now raise the question of their mutual relations. Are meaningful relations between these complex figures even possible? A transfer of a symbol, however complex, bereft of its underlying meaning is not very revealing for attempting to reconstruct a past belief system, although it could be revealing in other respects. But the recognition of the existence of a shared muthos, 'story' or concept behind symbols could allow some insight into past beliefs, even without reconstructing the actual contents of the underlying tradition.
Once again, the cognitive-processual approach allows the recognition of references in iconographic representations to recurrent themes across cultures, and the existence of single coherent systems, both symbolic systems and systems of belief underlying them, where there are significant overlaps between the specific symbols that appear at various locations (Renfrew 1994.49, 53-54) . In other words, the existence of shared cross-cultural belief systems is recognised in the appearance of similar iconographic solutions in different cultural systems. Consequently, under certain conditions, similar iconography could indicate similar beliefs. A concrete example of this interpretation is provided by Hansen's study of the formal uniformity of Neolithic and Chalcolitic anthropomorphic figurines, for which he argued that it indicates the existence of distinct ideas behind them, which he classified as elements of a religious beliefsystem (Hansen 2001.42-45) .
A similar conclusion can be reached by a study of post-processualist or contextualist accounts of diffusion, which are implicitly discussed in the foregoing cognitive-processual account of recurrent cross-cultural iconography 2 28 8 . Ian Hodder and Scott Hutson thus argue that objects can be transferred from culture to culture or context to context with their meaning unchanged, or if changed, this new meaning is still based on the old (Hodder, Hutson 2003.140 ) 2 29 9 . Thus, once again, under certain conditions, similar objects could indicate similar beliefs. However, a 'larger-scale context in which similar meanings are assigned to similar objects' must be defined in order to be able to discuss the more localised contexts responsible for both spatial and temporal variability, if any exists, in various manifestations of both widespread and long-term symbolic structure I have recognised and discussed in this paper (Hodder 1990. 21; cf. Mili≠evi≤ Brada≠ 2005.188) . I have indeed tried to summarily contextualise (i.e. to position them chronologically and culturally) individual manifestations of the symbolic structure discussed in this paper, which I provisionally called the 'Dupljaja concept', at appropriate points in the discussion, and also to provide a particular large-scale context in which this structure appeared and in which similar sets could have had related meanings (cf. Hodder 1987.8) . I believe I have managed to avoid circularity in my reasoning -defining a large-scale context by the successive appearances of a similar structure and then interpreting the structure by its participation in that very context -by delineating this large-scale context (when discussing the Dupljaja model) by additional elements that it contains: the Urnfield symbolism. In any case, the existence of the particular symbolic complex (or cultural koine) to which the 'Dupljaja concept' belongs is non-controversial, and does not in any way depend on its delineation as outlined in this paper (see, e.g., Bouzek 1985) . This large-scale context will be further discussed in the concluding section of this essay.
The transfer of beliefs
This archaeological large-scale context corresponds to what Graf refers to as an osmotic similarity of cultural space, in which a transfer of analogous ritual and mythic concepts between cultures is as likely an explanation for their formation as is independent origin (Graf 2004a.5) . Here the emphasis is on the transfer of concepts or beliefs (i.e. muthoi), rather than objects, but it is equally plausible to assume that muthoi accompanying iconography with cultic significance are transmitted in a precisely identical fashion, especially in light of the discussion in the preceding section of this paper. Thus both narratives and symbolic representations -the latter together with accompanying beliefs -are equally transferrable between cultures, which allows attempt at reconstructing these very beliefs through a comparison with literary sources.
Transferability is indeed one of the most conspicuous characteristic of traditional stories or myths (Bremmer 1994.57; cf. 2011.540; Wyatt 2005 Wyatt [2001 .170), and both motifs and entire narratives can migrate between cultures, including their denotative applications (Burkert 1988.12; Graf 2004b.52) . In any case, these borrowings between cultures are never random, but rather result from a structural similarity between myths in both the 'receiving' and 'giving' culture (Doniger 2009.208) . Thus a transfer of beliefs -whether accompanied by or accompanying iconographic solution with cultic significance or not -is plausibly ascertained; moreover, it is myths or traditional stories that are particularly prone to diffusion. But other types of 'beliefs' are also culturally transcendent. Thus the transmission of scientific 'traditions' between cultures is an accepted fact in the history of science. Knowledge or methods (the contents of the 'tradition') are received, adapted and occasionally transformed when being translated between cultures, but they still remain within the culturally transcendent tradition (Rochberg 1992.549-550) . This fact is tangentially relevant to the contents of the narrative model discussed in this essay, since the particular muthos reconstructed here attempts to give an account of a phenomenon that would later be treated by Greek cosmologists and astronomers, although in a radically different fashion.
With respect to the relation between material testimonies and narratives that treat identical concepts, the former are sometimes indeed of prime importance in studying the latter. The significance of iconography in recognising oral tradition behind it is emphasised by Walter Burkert, who argues that iconographic treatments of myths "... play a fundamental role in the fixation, propagation and transmission of those myths ..." (Burkert 1988.25) . He further maintains that iconography can unmistakably indicate connections between different societies, although at the same time he believes it cannot positively indicate a particular myth's diffusion (Burkert 1988.26) . He allows for some transfer of underlying meaning, but also recognises possible deviations (Burkert 1988.27) . These well-balanced remarks, equally applicable to a pre-literate period (but without the control offered by literary sources), emphasise that one should always have in mind possible misunderstandings and reinterpretations in the transmission of meanings of symbolic representations; the method I have adopted in this paper, in the first place the focus on a quite specific single, yet complex, iconographic design, of a particular character (i.e. anthropomorphism), is meant to reduce these pitfalls as much as possible, although they can never be completely evaded.
It is possible to raise the objection here that religion is a structured system whose elements derive their meaning through their relations with other elements on various levels, from the arrangement of elements in a nexus to the complete world-view of a society. Change on any of these levels affects all the others, and the meanings of apparently identical elements also change in new circumstances (Sourvinou-Inwood 1995.20-24, 29) 3 30 0 . Indeed, even collective representations of the physical environment are argued to be culturally determined, and thus both these representations and their meanings are liable to alterations, which are induced by changes in other elements of the systems forming a society's worldview (Sourvinou-Inwood 1995.22-23) . But I have demonstrated that meanings can be preserved within a common cultural space, and I will show immediately below that this is especially the case when complex symbolic structures are involved. This claim is less dogmatic and allows for both modification and preservation of meaning, without a priori rejecting, but insisting on arguing for or against either possibility. Moreover, a preservation of meaning does not mean that, for example, the 'Dupljaja concept' was not modified in a number of ways -which are particularly visible in paradigmatic shifts noted at appropriate points -but that both elements (less) and nexuses (more) can keep their meaning relatively unchanged; what is more, these meanings can be reconstructed by following a careful methodological procedure.
All the manifestations of the 'Dupljaja concept' analysed here are, naturally, culturally determined, but even so they have a stable referent in the physical environment. The precise roles of these manifestations in the world-views or belief-systems of their respective societies, however, are much harder to grasp, and I have not attempted to reconstruct them here (see Kaul 1998; Kristiansen, Larsson 2005) . This is thus not a simple case of dynamism vs. apparent permanency, but rather of dogmatism vs. argued tolerance. My case should be judged by assessing the arguments for continuity of ideas and their expression in material form I have offered and not by an a priori rejection due to some presupposed eternal flux in the content of ideas forming beliefsystems. Two additional arguments could be adduced in further support of my position: the inherent conservatism in ancient religious works of art (Ornan 2005.10) and the more conservative nature of cultural forms in earlier periods (Wyatt 2005 (Wyatt [2003 . 220). Both these factors speak in favour of preservation of meaning in the concrete transfer of complex symbolic structures argued for here.
Transfer of complex symbolic structures
It is important to emphasise that, on one hand, a simpler form of a symbol makes its interpretation to the 'uninitiated' more difficult (Morgan 1985.7; Mi-li≠evi≤ Brada≠ 2005.188-189) and thus more complicated to transmit unchanged and unscathed its intrinsic meaning between cultures, but on the other hand, "... complex symbolic structures are more likely to maintain their internal meaning unchanged than simpler ones, as their transmission demands the adoption of a corresponding complex knowledge … the parallel transmission of two or more symbolic structures makes it increasingly likely that they maintained their internal meaning unchanged, as it testifies to a more complex and direct transmission of knowledge ..." (Kristiansen, Larsson 2005.22) .
This statement is an important argument for the comparison between symbolic structures attempted here. It plausibly suggests that a complex structurein this case a matrix consisting of a travelling solar deity or, if one prefers, an anthropomorphic agent providing causation of solar movement -might have been transmitted from one cultural complex to another without losing much of its intrinsic meaning. In this sense, it is not unreasonable to presume that certain ideas were transmitted both horizontally (in spatial terms) and vertically (in temporal).
Since the meaning of complex symbolic structures is more likely to be transmitted unchanged between cultures, it can be argued that the ideas (muthoi) behind them were transmitted together with their manifestations in iconographic arrangements.
The Dupljaja model as a complex symbolic structure accompanied by a muthos
It is possible to recognise in the Dupljaja model an iconographic depiction of a mythic concept that could have played -to paraphrase Burkert -an im-portant role in the latter's fixation, propagation and transmission. Generally, this is hardly a novel conclusion, since a number of earlier authors recognised its importance, although not in such a specific sense as argued for in this paper. Thus the origin of the concept of a solar chariot or boat associated with swans was traced to Central Europe, from where it arrived in both Greece and Northern Europe (Sprockhoff 1954.60, 71-73, 103; Gelling, Ellis Davidson 1972.119; Ahl 1982. 39; Kaul 1998.53, 55-56, 75, 93-94, 130-136, 143-148, 157-163, 173-178, 214-215, 242-244, 251-258, 260-261, 276-278, 282-284) . The Dupljaja model itself is described as a vital link in this process (Sprockhoff 1954.73; Gelling, Ellis Davidson 1972.119; Hänsel, Hänsel 1997b.67; Kaul 1998.253, 256) . But what is novel in this essay is that, while the authors named above all discussed a more general concept (solar chariot/boat associated with water birds), I have taken into account and emphasised the anthropomorphic nature of the main agent in the iconography 3 31 1 . While theirs is a legitimate hypothesis, it nevertheless seems safer to draw conclusions from an even more complex and less ambiguous example such as the one chosen for this discussion. What is more, this symbolic structure was selected precisely for its complexity and specificity, which permitted a more secure 'control' over speculating on various possible semantic interpretations of 'mute' artefacts of material culture in order to, finally, allow the comparison of the content of ideas behind these material objects with literary sources.
Comparison of literary sources with iconography
This discussion finally raises the all-important question: can the muthos -in the meaning of an applied traditional tale, a narrative model representing a specific aspect of physical reality -behind prehistoric iconography be compared to the one attested in literary sources? The foregoing discussion demonstrate, I believe, that a positive answer can be plausibly defended, or at least that it is possible to (1) gain insight into a past belief system manifested only in material objects, (2) translate the visual language of iconography into a spoken idiom by (3) performing a structural analysis of complex iconographic symbolic sets in order to enable the interpretation of their meaning, and (4) recognise the transmission of both the meaning and beliefs accompanying symbolic structures between cultures shar-ing a common cultural space, (5) especially when these symbolic structures are complex. With this in mind, it certainly seems possible to compare the written muthoi with those reconstructed in steps (1) to (5).
Several parallel case studies might further strengthen the argument. Thus Stuart Thorne postulated a similar hypothesis of iconographic and narrative continuity in the case of the concept of Cretan Zeus. He recognises that a story or myth of Zeus' birth was 'firmly associated' with a constant iconography -a youthful god -first attested in the Minoan period (Thorne 2000.149-152) . The similarity between my thesis and Thorne's lies in the fact that the early attestations of the youthful god iconography are not accompanied by literary evidence, but the interpretation of iconography both in this early and later periods is associated with literary evidence accompanying the latter 3 32 2 . Nevertheless, both solely iconographic and iconographic and narrative continuities are emphasised in Thorne's paper, persistently re-appearing or being preserved in differing spatial, temporal and cultural frameworks. This is exactly parallel to my interpretation of the 'Dupljaja concept' and its relation to literary testimonies.
In a similar fashion, Preben Sørensen interprets iconographical sources from a largely illiterate period of Nordic history with the help of myths recorded in a later period, basing his comparative method mainly on the recognition of a common cultural affiliation of iconographical and literary material, even though the sources are both spatially and temporally dispersed (Sørensen 2002 (Sørensen [1986 . [121] [122] 130) . Goodison likewise freely discusses iconographic sources from an illiterate period of Aegean (pre) history (which she prioritizes) alongside later literary testimonies (focusing on the earliest written works), arguing that their correspondence actually strengthens her particular claims (Goodison 1989. 119-123, 131, 23-168) .
Another comparable case is Kristian Kristiansen's study of Divine Twins in Bronze Age belief-systems, whose additional value lies in that it offers a methodological framework (Kristiansen 2014; cf. Kristiansen, Larsson 2005.20-24, 256-257, 263-265, 316, 329, 368) , roughly analogous to the one employed in this essay. He argues for the complementarity of literary and archaeological sources from the Bronze Age onwards, and uses the former to formulate a hypothesis, by identifying gods and their characteristic features in textual evidence (both Bronze-Age and later), which he subsequently 'tests' in the archaeological record by identifying corresponding features in material testimonies. Kristiansen believes he has found a full correspondence between the two types of evidence in the case of Divine Twins and freely uses the archaeological record alongside literary evidence in his study of the phenomenon (Kristiansen 2014.81-82) . His method is complementary to my own and, if applied to the concept discussed here, would similarly allow a comparison between the two types of evidence.
These parallel cases show that a profitable parallel study of iconography with literary sources is indeed possible, offering theories that explain a number of otherwise poorly understood phenomena.
Concluding remarks: large-scale context, anthropomorphism and the contents of the muthos
Before proceeding to emphasise and clarify several key suggestions that were proposed in various parts of this essay, I must point out that it was not my intention to extensively discuss the precise genetic relations between different manifestations of the 'Dupljaja concept', since the method I have employed in this paper cannot be used for this purpose. Similarly, I cannot discuss here the complicated problem of cultural interrelations during the LBA and EIA between Central and South-Eastern Europe, although this question is certainly raised by my discussion, since its solution is similarly outside the scope of the analytic procedure I have employed in the paper. These connections are discussed throughout this essay only in the broadest terms, but I must emphasise it is generally acknowledged that they indeed existed 3 33 3 .
The analysis performed here can, on the other hand, help to recognise the proper large-scale context in which this complex symbolic figure appears. Furthermore, it can suggest its possible meaning, that is, the content of the muthos underlying its manifestations, 32 Thorne (2000.150) regards the myth/story accompanying iconography as a constant, and does not associate it with 'religious' or 'theological' interpretation, which he finds variable. 33 The literature on this subject is indeed vast, and I can only offer a selection here: Miloj≠i≤ (1948 Miloj≠i≤ ( -1949 , Gara∏anin (1953; 1962; 1983) , Kossack (1954) , Gimbutas (1965) , Gelling, Ellis Davidson (1972) , Müller-Karpe (1978 -1979 , Coles, Harding (1979) , Matthäus (1980; , Bouzek (1985; , Schauer (1985) , Pare (1987; 1989) and Kaul (1998). especially when compared with relevant literary sources, which is precisely what is attempted here. Finally, the conclusions reached in this way reveal something new -or support something only scarcely known from literary sources -with respect to the Greek notion of 'Hyperborean Apollo' and its underlying concept.
Thus, in the analysis of material evidence, a largescale context of various appearances of the 'Dupljaja concept' in which the manifestations of this concept occur and in which structurally similar arrangements have related meanings was defined: it could provisionally be called the Urnfield symbolic complex, after its most distinctive manifestation. It is not easy to precisely delineate either its spatial or temporal span: it certainly encompassed the entire Balkan (with an outpost in the Aegean) and Carpathian regions, together with much of Central Europe, with an offshoot in the Nordic region, and also Italy; furthermore, it could be argued that it spans at least the full millennium from the mid-2 nd to mid-1 st millennium BC. Within this context the osmotic nature of cultural space provides an alternative model for previously dominant discourse of invasions and migrations 3 34 4 , allowing for an inter-cultural transfer of symbols, especially complex symbolic systems, together with their accompanying meanings. In this particular case, perhaps the culturally transcendent term 'tradition' should specifically be applied to what I regularly called the 'Dupljaja concept', since this term emphasises its realised transferability, longevity and propensity to expand spatially.
The Dupljaja model could be understood as a particularly important object for understanding one important part of the symbolism of this large-scale context. I have already noted that it probably had an important role in the spread of the concept of a solar chariot or boat associated with swans from Central to both Northern and Southern Europe. But more generally it could be claimed that it also played a decisive role in the formation of the Urnfield symbolic complex (Pare 1987.61; 1989.84; cf. Sandars 1968.175) , and thus its importance -on a much lesser scale -in the formation of what I have called the 'Dupljaja tradition' is immediately obvious.
Next, an attempt to reconstruct the contents of the muthos behind both material evidence and literary sources seems possible at this point. In this context, the anthropomorphic nature of the agent in the complex symbolic structure of the 'Dupljaja tradition' should not be treated simply as a development of earlier, pre-anthropomorphic ideas accounting for similar phenomena. In this respect, the present analysis bears an additional weight, since it recognises a supplementary feature that reveals more information on the concept behind a group of structurally similar material testimonies. Although the question of the occurrence of anthropomorphism in myth or science and human cognition in general is a complicated and widely discussed issue, I cannot enter into an extended treatment of this topic here, and will offer instead a summary review of a relatively recent plausible thesis. Building upon the work of numerous predecessors, Guthrie recognises anthropomorphism both in religion and in science as an almost universal explanatory method, a strategy of hypothesising about the surrounding world and attempting a plausible interpretation of it (Guthrie 1993.3-4, 31-38, 62-64, 82-89, 102-103, 176, 197; Segal 2004.33) . The very act of perception, he continues, is already thoroughly theoretical and interpretative and, furthermore, identical to cognition, which is the origin of the prevalence of anthropomorphism in all forms of thought (Guthrie 1993. 37, 90-98, 121, 140, 188, 201-204) . Thus, it seems that anthropomorphism has its place in interpretations of nature when understood as a model-building on the basis of metaphor and analogy. It is, moreover, 'uniquely intelligible' and accounts for a large number of phenomena, resulting in a truly scientific interpretation:
"They [the gods] give much explanatory return for little investment. Hypothesizing a humanlike being at work behind appearances accounts for effects of unparalleled diversity. This principle, that efficiency in explanations is the ratio of effects predicted to hypotheses made, underlies Occam's razor: do not multiply hypotheses unnecessarily" (Guthrie 1993.189) .
Consequently, anthropomorphism is equally present (even if not to the same extent) in both myth and science, in this way effectively bridging a large gap that seemed to exist between these two assumed forms of thought. It thus cannot be treated as an 'improvement' on some earlier non-anthropo-34 For the introduction of Apollo in Greece by various migration-theories, see Müller (1839.48, 219-220, 266-267, 272) , Farnell (1907.99) , Sprockhoff (1954.68) , Kothe (1970.219-221, 223-227) ; for the survey of the problem of 'Dorian migration' and the Sea Peoples, see Hall (1997.4, 6-15, 64-65, 114-121, 156, 158-161) and Dickinson (2006.2-4, 11, 44-54, 77, 102, 159, 243) . morphic thesis accounting for the same phenomenon, and should be studied in its own right. Since it is undoubtedly present in the 'Dupljaja tradition', it must be studied with respect to this tradition in the context of its explanatory qualities noted above, and not merely as one iconographic solution among many employed by those working in the tradition of the Urnfield symbolic complex. My proposed reconstruction of the contents of the muthos behind this tradition takes into account this decisive circumstance, which is further strengthened by the use of Greek literary testimonies, allowed by the procedure outlined in steps (1) to (5) above.
All the elements that appear in the structure of manifestations of the 'Dupljaja tradition' point to a close parallelism with the 'solar' myth of the Delphian Apollo: an anthropomorphic figure transported in a vehicle and decorated with solar symbols, drawn by animals with an undeniable seasonal character 3 35 5 . The annual solar movement is a time-factored phenomenon, and the only means to either describe or account for it in prehistory was through a story or muthos (Marshack 1972.133, 197, 279, 283, 316, 330; cf. Burkert 1979.23) . This resulted in the creation of a narrative model representing a specific aspect of physical reality in terms of anthropomorphic causality: the annual solar movement, with an emphasis on the solstices, as observed, recognised, described and interpreted by prehistoric European populations. An anthropomorphic explanatory model, accompanied by an array of relatively stable nonanthropomorphic symbols, suggests a shared tradition accounting for a specific phenomenon, while every piece of evidence gathered either from iconographic or literary sources points to the tradition's seasonal or, more precisely, solar character. While the validity of this particular character cannot be conclusively proven due to the inherent nature of the material being studied, it best explains all the available evidence, while none contradicts it (cf. Sourvinou-Inwood 1995.133-134) .
Finally, Alcaeus' 'Hyperborean Apollo' -and the same could be claimed for the Greek notion of this concept in general, as attested in other authors -is thus one of the manifestations of this narrative model expressed in a hymn to a deity that was precisely in the period when Alcaeus was composing it in the process of attaining his illustrious Pan-Hellenic sta-tus. There is no basis, however, for calling the deity or mythic person attested in the archaeological record either 'Apollo' or 'Hyperborean Apollo' without the use of quotation marks. The 'Dupljaja tradition' (in the sense I outlined above), on the other hand, does indirectly suggest that Apollo could have occasionally been recognised as a sun god in Greece, with a special connection to the solstices, at least in the concepts associated with the Delphian myth discussed in the first part of the paper, although it should again be pointed out that this does not exclude numerous other functions he fulfilled in Greek society, nor does it emphasise this particular feature at the expense of others.
In conclusion, in this essay I have provided an analysis of a complex prehistoric iconographic structure which I christened the 'Dupljaja concept', consisting of an anthropomorphic solar deity riding in a chariot drawn (or accompanied) by water birds. This complex arrangement permitted the recognition of a similar underlying muthos; after reconstructing the large-scale context in which this structure appears, which is also reflected in literary testimonies, I concluded that its underlying muthos represents an account of the annual solar movement in terms of anthropomorphic causation.
